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Abstract 
 
The following results were obtained in the presented thesis:  
 
1. Based on a previous work on the MoM method, a software modulus was created 
and tested in MATLAB, which solves a small-size scanning metal array with 
arbitrary element position and arbitrary lumped loading.     
2. The solver was applied to optimize a broadband planar array of dipoles using the 
concept of negative lumped loading, which was introduced by R.C. Hansen in 
2003. The problem statement was formulated by E. Kratzenberg of MIT Haystack 
Observatory.    
3. The optimization implies full testing of varied array configurations with different 
element numbers, dipole thicknesses, generator impedances, and lumped loading 
values.  
4. The results obtained indicate that that both 4x4 and 6x6 arrays of dipoles may be 
optimized over the frequency band from 50 to 300 MHz. The optimization means 
that the Scan Element Pattern of the array at zenith nearly follows the theoretical 
limit (area gain per element).        
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1. Introduction 
  
To address the limitations of commercial antenna design and simulation software 
on standard desktop computer systems, a simple and fast alternative is required.  
Implemented in MATLAB, the dipole array simulator may address this very issue by 
offering a straight-forward user interface for design and mere minutes of processing time 
for simulation. 
 
The software developed should be capable of modeling multi-element arrays and 
their resulting impedance, radiation, and scan element pattern behaviors.  Based on an 
existing Method of Moments (MoM) system, the tool should be compact and efficient.  
Upon completion of the tool, it is applied to a design problem presented by Eric 
Kratzenberg of MIT Haystack Observatory.  His required low-cost, broadband, scanning 
array is conceived with the MATLAB tool, optimized, and compared in performance to 
an existing system.  While both the software and design results require further 
improvements, they both serve as a foundation for future work and research. 
 
Initially, my work focused on gaining familiarity with Ansoft’s High Frequency 
Structure Simulator (HFSS), which is a widely known and used tool for, among many 
other functions, designing and simulating antenna behavior.  Weeks were spent carefully 
learning the intricacies of the software and Ansoft-sponsored conferences were attended 
for gaining insight.  Still, when the time came to run a relatively simple model on my 
standard, no-frills, desktop computer, I found myself watching the hours pass away while 
 9 
I awaited results.  Clearly, this lost time is based on the limitations of HFSS when 
running on standard equipment; however, it is hardly acceptable.  Therefore, the concept 
of a MATLAB-based dipole array simulator was born.  This tool would be designed to 
build and calculate critical antenna characteristics in mere minutes, all under a simple 
graphical user interface (GUI) exterior.  By defeating the limitations experienced in prior 
software, the tool would be more ideal for both research and academic applications, as it 
could serve as a simple device for educating engineering students on the design and 
function of dipoles and phased dipole arrays. 
 
As noble as this effort sounds, it is ultimately only half of the puzzle completed in 
this research.  Until actual design is achieved, the quality of the tool remains untested in 
battle.  Here, the research of Eric Kratzenberg of MIT Haystack Observatory crosses our 
path.  It is Kratzenberg’s desire to design a simple, low-cost dipole array that can be 
utilized for applications over the frequency band of 50 MHz to 300 MHz.  The design 
goal is to keep the receiver temperature below the sky temperature, which requires low-
impedance performance.  Further, the array must be capable of smoothly scanning at 
angles +/- 45o from the azimuth point.  The scale of this array is at an overall size of 
approximately 4 meters square, which may seem large, but is ideal for this application.   
 
Antenna aperture refers to the surface area of the structure that receives 
transmitted energy, meaning that larger apertures collect greater amounts of energy.  
Antenna gain is generally defined as the amount of energy radiated in a given direction 
versus the amount of energy radiated by an isotropic antenna (one that radiates equally in 
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all directions) in the same given direction, assuming the same level of input power [1].  
Therefore, it can then be obtained that an antenna of larger aperture will express a greater 
gain than that of a small-scale antenna.  Clearly, this parallels array size – the larger the 
array structure, the greater the possible directed gain.  Equation 1.1 illustrates that 
aperture, or area A, directly relates to gain, where η is antenna efficiency. 
                                                 





= AdBain 210
4log10)(G λ
piη                                        (1.1) 
From this, it is clear that a larger-scale array will be ideal for Kratzenberg’s application, 
as it requires optimized levels of gain.   
 
The following chapters will detail the process of utilizing the designed MATLAB 
tool and applying it to the Kratzenberg example.  General antenna basics are discussed as 
they appear in the software, followed by a description of the software modules and a 
fundamental example of the tool’s overall usage.  Finally, an account of the application 
will be presented, highlighting the most ideal result designed thus far.  Further 
recommendations may then be made regarding both future versions of the MATLAB tool 
and next steps in the Kratzenberg design. 
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2. Basics of Antenna Arrays 
 In general applications, single-element antennas are often the appropriate choice 
due to their ease of design and function.  Typically, these antennas possess broad 
characteristics that may not distinguish their behavior from similar devices.  To achieve 
more specialized results, structures are designed to contain multiple antenna elements, 
which allow for intensely specific behaviors.  These structures of multiple single-
elements are referred to as antenna arrays.  Much like numerical arrays, planar antenna 
arrays are normally comprised of n-by-n elements sharing a plane.  In more advanced 
applications, other configurations are possible; however, the planar array is our 
concentration.   
  
There are three critical characteristics of planar antenna arrays that are considered 
here; element impedance, scanning, and scan element pattern (SEP).  These features are 
of vast importance when array design is considered, as they strongly depend upon the 
physical structure of the array.  This chapter examines these features, as well as the 
effects of element size, spacing, and loading upon them. 
 
2.1 Impedance 
 There are two varieties of impedance that can characterize an antenna: self-
impedance and mutual-impedance.  Self-impedance is experienced by an antenna 
radiating in boundless space with no surrounding objects to couple with.  Mutual-
impedance, however, comes into play when an antenna experiences coupling with other 
 12 
objects, such as other antennas.  Regardless of type, these impedances are both driven, 
and therefore referred to as “input impedance” [2]. 
  
Impedance is extremely sensitive to structure and environment of antenna arrays.  
Operating frequency, excitations, loading, size and spacing of elements, and even the 
number of elements can affect the impedance results of a structure drastically.  
Impedance is represented in two parts: real (ZRe) and imaginary (ZIm).  Under normal 
operation, ZRe must remain positive, while ZIm fluctuates negative to positive and visa 
versa.  Figure 2.1 illustrates a segment of an impedance plot for a single dipole antenna, 
where ZRe is dashed and ZIm is solid.   
 
Fig. 2.1.  Impedance curves for a single dipole antenna. 
 
Measuring antenna impedance is usually done using the reflection coefficient 
value ( Γ ).  Equation 2.1 indicates this, where Zant is the antenna impedance and Zc is the 
characteristic impedance of the transmission line (generally 50 Ω).   
                                                 
Γ−
Γ+
=
1
1Zant cZ                                                   (2.1) 
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This measurement can be done for all elements within an array by simultaneously 
exciting them, then plotting the results together.  Due to the symmetry of many arrays, 
most resulting impedances curves will overlap based on their similar behavior. 
 
2.1.1  Method of Moments (MoM) 
 The calculation scheme known as Method of Moments (MoM) is utilized in this 
software to obtain impedance and radiation results.  MoM is essentially carried out 
through the computation of surface current and charge distribution over triangular 
patches of a metal model.  These computations are compiled into a matrix form, resulting 
in an overall impedance matrix for the model.  The derivation of these equations, 
integrals, and ultimate MoM results are neatly detailed in [3, 5].  The results presented 
there were directly integrated into the MoM solver for this antenna array tool.  The 
primary references to the modern theory of MoM are [12]-[14].  The modifications of the 
impedance matrix with lumped loading are discussed in [5], p. 226. 
  
The MoM was first introduced to the antenna field by Harrington [9]-[10].  The 
technique cannot be implemented for structures large in respect to wavelength due to 
extensive computation time and memory required.  Low-frequency antennas are better 
suited for the MoM calculations.  Other techniques are also possible, and are based from 
solving Maxwell’s equations themselves.  These are called Finite Element Methods 
(FEM) when related to harmonic time variation, and Finite Difference Time Domain 
(FDTD) methods when related to the time domain.  FEM and FDTD calculations and 
associated computer solvers are generally much more extensive than MoM.  FEM and 
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FDTD can be done in three dimensional space, but only for structures which are no more 
than a few wavelengths in extension [11].   
 
2.1.2 Derivation of the MoM equations 
 At the heart of this program is the MoM solver coded in the C++ language.  For 
our concerns, only pure metal structures are considered; therefore, the equations for those 
solutions [3, 5] are detailed here.   
 
Scattered Field 
The total electric field for antenna or scattering situations is a combination of the 
incident field (labeled here by superscript i) and the scattered field (labeled here by 
superscript s), i.e. 
si EEE

+=                                                   (2.2)  
The incident electric field in this case is either the incoming signal or the 
excitation electric field in the antenna feed, which relates to a radiation issue.  The 
scattered field has a straightforward interpretation for the scattering problem.  For the 
antenna radiation problem, the scattered field is merely represented by the field radiated 
from the antenna feed point.  The scattered electric field sE

 comes from the surface 
currents and loose charges on the metal surface S [15]. Index S in (2.3) denotes the 
surface related quantities involved in the field calculation. 
 
          SrrrAjE SSs on );()(
 Φ∇−−= ω                           (2.3) 
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A magnetic vector potential )(rAS

 describes current radiation, whereas the 
electric potential )(rS
Φ describes charge radiation.  In a near field case, the                      
Φ -contribution is more necessary than the A

-contribution.  On the metal surface S, 
0tan =E

, which results in the appropriate electric field integral equations, or EFIE, as 
indicated in (2.4).   
 
       ( ) SrjE SSi on ;tantan  Φ∇+Α= ω                           (2.4) 
    
Test Functions 
Here, we must consider test functions, )(rf Sm

 m = 1… NM, that cover the entire 
surface S and have no components normal to the surface.  Multiplication of (2.4) by Smf

, 
followed by integration over S produces the NM equation described below. 
 
( ) Φ⋅∇−⋅=⋅
S
S
S
m
S
S
S
m
S
iS
m dsfdsAfjdsEf

ω               (2.5)  
 This is derived in accordance to the Stoke’s theorem, as shown in (2.6). 
 
( )dsfdsf
S
S
mS
S
S
mS  ⋅∇Φ−=⋅Φ∇

                          (2.6)  
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Development of Basis Functions 
The surface current density, indicated by SJ

, is expanded into basis functions, as 
illustrated in (2.7).  These are generally closely related to the test functions described 
previously. 
   
=
=
MN
n
S
nnS fIJ
1

                                      (2.7)   
The magnetic vector potential is indicated in (2.8), where 0µ  is the permeability 
in a vacuum and ',/)exp( rrRRjkRg  −=−=  is the free-space Green’s function.  In 
Green’s function  r  is the observation point and 'r  is the integration point relative to the 
surface. 
           ′=Α
S
SS sgdJr

pi
µ
4
)( 0                                       (2.8) 
 
Through substituting (2.7), we can obtain the following result. 
 
= 	






′′=
MN
n
n
S
S
nS IsgdrfrA
1
0 )(
4
)( 

pi
µ
                          (2.9) 
   
Similarly, the electric potential takes the following form. 
         SS
S
SS Jjgdsr

⋅−∇==Φ  ωσσpiε
,'
4
1)(
0
              (2.10) 
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Further, it can be obtained from (2.10) that sσ  can be expressed in terms of the current 
density.  Therefore, the electric vector potential is ultimately defined as shown in (2.11).  
This is a critical result. 
 
           
= 	






′⋅∇=Φ
MN
n
n
S
S
nS Idsrf
j
r
1 0
')(
4
1)( 

ωpiε
                                    (2.11) 
  
Moment Equation Derivation 
The moment equations so critical to this software are obtained through 
substituting (2.9) and (2.11) into the previously shown integral equation (2.5).  Equation 
(2.12) is illustrated as follows, with dependence on (2.13). 
M
M
m
N
n
n
MM
mn NmIZ
M
,...,1;ˆ
1
==
=
υ                         (2.12) 
                 
M
S
iS
m
M
m NmdsEf ,...1; =⋅= 

υ                         (2.13) 
   
These are defined as excitation components for every test or basis function, as 
described previously.  They can be expressed as integrals, and form components of the 
impedance matrix MMZˆ of the size (NM x NM).  The impedance matrix is symmetric for 
any set of basis functions as long as all surface integrals are calculated correctly.  The 
individual components of the impedance matrix are essentially the double surface 
integrals of the Green’s function (as discussed previously). 
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( )( )   ′⋅∇⋅∇





−
′′⋅





=
S S
S
n
S
m
S S
S
n
S
m
MM
mn dssgdff
jdssgdrfrfjZ

0
0
4
)()(
4 piωεpi
ωµ
       (2.14) 
 
In the matrix form, (2.12) translates into (2.15) 
 
     υ

=IZ MMˆ                                                 (2.15) 
                  
RWG Basis Function Derivation 
RWG basis functions are essential to this design and are defined by the following 
parameters [15].  For any two triangular patches, +nt  and −nt , having areas +nA  and −nA , and 
sharing the common edge nl , the n-th basis function becomes as shown in (2.16). 






=
−−
−
++
+
nn
n
n
nn
n
n
S
n
tinr
A
l
tinr
A
l
rf



ρ
ρ
2
2)(                                                                                     (2.16) 
 
Furthermore, (2.17) can be derived which, when substituted with (2.16) into 
(2.14), will provide the components of the ultimate impedance matrix based upon the 
RWG basis functions.  In (2.17), ++ −= nn rr
ρ  is the vector drawn from the free vertex of 
triangle +nt  to the observation point; rrnn

−=
−−ρ  is the vector drawn from the 
observation point to the free vertex of triangle −nt .  The basis function is zero outside two 
adjacent triangles +nt  and −nt .  The resulting components are given in (2.18) and (2.19).   
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            (2.19) 
 
 
MoM Integral Calculation 
Primarily, the computations required to evaluate the MoM impedance matrix of 
the RWG basis functions is done through solving equations (2.18) and (2.19).  In 
example, if a structure has its triangular patches numbered as Pp ,...,1= , then each 
integral in (2.18) is founded upon the (2.20). 
 
                       
( ) 3,2,1,,...,1,)( ==′′−′⋅=   jiPqpdssdrrgA
p qt t
ji
ij
pqS
 ρρ
          (2.20) 
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In this example,  ii rr

−=ρ  for any vertex i of patch p, while jj rr

−= ''ρ  for any vertex j 
of patch q.  Likewise, each integral in (2.19) is founded upon (2.21). 
   
     
Pqpdssdrrg
p qt t
pqS ,...,1,)( =′′−=Φ  

                  (2.21) 
The integrals shown in (2.20) and (2.21) are determined through a vectorized 
algorithm implementing Gaussian integration of variable order for both surface integrals 
[16]-[17].  Calculation is then performed over all defined triangular patches as opposed to 
over the discussed RWG basis functions.  Through this complicated process, the MoM 
solutions are finally obtained.   
 
2.2 Scanning 
 The concentration of antenna array radiation is critical to the phenomenon of 
scanning arrays.  Scanning arrays are often referred to as phased arrays, as the scanning 
is controlled directly by adjusting the voltage phase at all array elements.  The foundation 
of scanning comes from the optimization of a value called array factor.  Array factor is 
implemented based upon a pattern multiplication theorem.  This states that the total 
pattern of an array containing N identical elements can be expressed as the single element 
pattern multiplied by the array factor.  Array factor is a function of antenna length and 
observation angle that, when multiplied by the electric field of a single source positioned 
around the origin, will give the total electric field of an antenna array [4].  Normalized 
array factor is given in equation (2.22), where N is the number of field phasors and ϕ  is 
the phase relative to each previous field phasor.  
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Equation (2.22) is valid only for a linear array of equally spaced elements under the 
assumption that elements are not interacting with each other.  It should be noted that the 
array factor of a linear array is a direct function of the number of elements, spacing, and 
phase difference.  While the number of elements may be fixed, unique array factors still 
exist based on different spacing and phase shifts.  Appropriate scanning is then achieved 
by maximizing this array factor based on the angle of desired scan.  Any scan angle with 
respect to the array axis is possible in principle, though two are most common:   0o and 
90 o.  Arrays designed to scan at 0o, or along the axis of the array, are referred to as end-
fire arrays, while those scanning at 90 o, or at the azimuth, are called broadside arrays.   
 
Phase excitation among elements can be controlled in simple manner to scan in 
any other direction as well.  To achieve this, we must first understand a basic array 
layout.  Figure 2.2 illustrates a 4×4 array of thin dipoles with each voltage feed 
numbered.  These numbers are critical in correctly allocating specific phases to the 
appropriate feeds.  To achieve cross-polar scanning, each column in the array must 
contain a consistent phase at each feed.  For example, feeds 5, 7, 1, and 3 must all have a 
uniform phase.  To achieve co-polar scanning, each row in the array must contain a 
consistent phase at each feed.  For example, feeds 3, 4, 11, and 12 must all have a 
uniform phase in this case.   
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Fig. 2.2.  4×4 array of thin dipoles (connected end-to-end) with each voltage feed 
numbered. 
To determine the phase values for the feeds in each row or column, equation 
(2.23) below, which is based on the optimization of array factor, can be used.   
ϕδ sinkd−=                                                    (2.23) 
In equation 2.3, k is the wavenumber 
c
ω
, while d is the separation between elements.  
The angle ϕ is the desired scan angle from the azimuth.  The value δ that is solved for 
indicates the phase shift required between adjacent elements in the array across the 
direction of the scan.                                                         
 
Physically, this process is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 [5].  All variables remain the same as in 
equation (2.23). 
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Fig. 2.3.  Physical illustration of scanning and feed voltage phase angles over d spacing. 
 
In the case of the 4×4 array, there are four phases to consider; 0δ, δ, 2δ, and 3δ.  
0δ will be assigned to the first column (dipoles 1, 3, 5, 7).  δ will be assigned to the 
second column (dipoles 2, 4, 6, 8).  2δ will be assigned to the third column (dipoles 9, 11, 
13, 15).  Finally, 3δ will be assigned to the fourth column (dipoles 10, 12, 14, 16).  Upon 
calculating these values and feeding them at the appropriate elements, scanning is 
achieved.  Figure 2.4 illustrates examples of cross-polar scanning for the 4×4 array at 140 
MHz using the above approach.  For a given scan angle, the desired δ values were 
determined from equation (2.23).  
 
The antenna directivity plotted in the Fig. 2.4 radiation plots is calculated in the 
following way.  First, the radiation density must be found, which is the Poynting vector.  
This is done according to equation (2.24), where η is the impedance of free space (377 
) and 
→
E  is the electric field vector. 
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In our calculations, it is more convenient to introduce radiation intensity U, which is 
simply the radiation density multiplied by the factor R2, which is the radius of the 
observation point(s).  This is shown in equation (2.25) below. 
                                                              PRU 2=      (2.25) 
Finally, the antenna directivity D, which is illustrated in the plots of Fig. 2.4, is 
represented as normalized radiation intensity calculated in dB.  This is shown in equation 
(2.26) below, where the normalization factor U0 is the total radiated power divided by  
power per unit solid angle 4pi. 
                                                              
0
10log10 U
UD =                        (2.26) 
 
It is critical to note here that this calculation series applies to lossless antennas only.   
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Fig. 2.4.  Cross-polar scanning for the 4×4 array at 140 MHz. a) 0 o from azimuth,  
b) 15 o from azimuth, c) 30 o from azimuth, d) 45 o from azimuth.  The directivity is 
plotted in the x-z plane. 
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2.3 Scan Element Pattern 
The Scan Element Pattern (SEP) is a slowly-varying representation of array gain 
over scan angle.  In other words, it is a description of array performance that combines 
the radiation pattern of an isolated element with a factor of impedance matching.  Ideally, 
the factor of matching is 1, which indicates perfect matching at 50; however, this factor 
is usually some fraction less than 1 that dramatically reduces antenna performance.  The 
SEP is designed to elegantly illustrate complete array performance as one unique 
parameter.  SEP is measured by exciting a single element, while terminating all other 
elements with a given impedance [6].  This termination impedance can be varied to 
maximize the array gain or optimize the overall SEP.   
 
The SEP )(θSg is found based on equations (7.12) and (7.14) of Hansen [6], 
assuming only one isolated array element is excited and all other elements are terminated, 
as specified. The SEP as a function of the scan angle θ is given by 
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Equivalently, 
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Here, index S refers to the excited dipole, while index g denotes the generator.  Index iso 
denotes the isolated element.  isoI  is the dipole feed current and isoE  is the radiated 
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electric field normalized by the radiation distance R. Eqs. (2.27), (2.28) are valid for one 
element only. The average SEP is then evaluated in the form  
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Figure 2.5 illustrates an example of SEP of a 4×4 antenna array at zenith with respect to 
frequency.  The element length is 2.14 m and the spacing is 2.0 m between elements.   
 
 
Fig 2.5. SEP of 4×4 antenna array at zenith with respect to frequency. 
The dashed line in Fig. 2.5 indicates the area gain per element (2.30), while the solid line 
indicates the actual calculated SEP for the given array.   
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In (2.30), A is area per element, N is the number of elements, and λ is the wavelength.  
This equation gives the maximum possible SEP assuming infinite array of isotropic 
elements with ideal impedance matching. 
 
2.4 Negative Inductive Loading 
A problem with the SEP in Fig. 2.5 is a very significant drop down at low 
frequencies.  This occurrence is primarily due to poor impedance matching.  For short 
dipoles, the reactance is large and negative as shown in Fig. 2.1 (solid line).   
 
A conventional method used to cancel the undesired reactance of a load is to 
introduce a capacitor (or inductor) in series with the load; however, this method cannot 
give us a broadband solution and only works at one single frequency (in a narrow 
frequency band). The problem with utilizing a capacitive load for the dipole is that it will 
not maintain the appropriate frequency characteristics of the structure.  To address the 
issue of broadband impedance matching, we will use a modern concept of active loading, 
which is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.  The typical behavior of the dipole reactance close to the 
resonant frequency 0ω  is shown in Fig. 2.6 by the dotted line. 
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Fig. 2.6. Cancellation of the dipole reactance close to the resonance with a “negative” 
inductance technique.   
 
The key here is to completely cancel this reactive component.  The 
straightforward approach is to place an element, whose reactance will follow that of the 
solid line in Fig. 2.6, in series with the dipole. The sum of these two lines will then create 
cancellation to zero over the whole range of frequencies.   
 
It is interesting to note that the solid line is described by the dependence  
 )( 0ωω −− DL           (2.31) 
To within a constant, equation (2.31) is a reactance of the inductor, ωL , but the 
inductance value is now negative, i.e. DLL −= .  In order to cancel the dipole reactance, 
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we must place an element in series that essentially creates a negative inductance.  Such an 
element should be an active load, as pointed out in Ref. [7]. 
   
A theme that will reoccur throughout this document is that of negative inductive 
antenna loading.  This concept is promising to the broadband application of large arrays 
of small dipole antennas.  The relatively small scale of dipole elements is geared towards 
preserving efficiency and effectiveness over higher frequency ranges.  The problem here 
is that, due to the requirement of greater dipole length, these same antennas are less 
useful in the lower frequencies.  Therefore, an approach like described above must be 
found to cater to both types of frequency in order to establish the broader band.  This is 
where we adopt the concept of negative inductive loading for each element [7]. 
Essentially, this practice extends the electrical length of each dipole to accommodate the 
lower frequency ranges without altering the physical length designed for the higher 
ranges.   
 
2.5 Software Implementation 
 Now that these three critical antenna array characteristics have been outlined, the 
software implementation can begin.  It is essential that the antenna builder include 
impedance, scanning, and SEP results to fully model all array behavior.  The software 
will be designed in MATLAB and utilize an easy-navigation graphical user interface 
(GUI) to construct antenna objects and arrays, then produce the results discussed in this 
chapter. 
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3. Antenna Builder Software 
 With an understanding of the basic characteristics of antenna arrays, software can 
be designed to construct and model them, while providing accurate results of these 
features.  The goal is to create a simple package in MATLAB that utilizes GUIs to guide 
the user through the generation of an antenna array, then provide them all the necessary 
results.  The MoM single-structure component of this package is based on a previous 
piece of MoM software written by Shashank Kulkarni [3].  The array assembly 
configuration, as well as all of the array solvers, are newly created for this project.  This 
chapter provides a summary of each key module of the antenna builder software, 
outlining all user inputs and software outputs.  A basic example will follow to highlight 
the features and functions of the software. 
 
3.1 Module Descriptions 
 To promote ease of use, the MATLAB antenna builder software was designed as 
several individual modules, each with a specific purpose towards achieving the ultimate 
project and simulation objectives.  The following outlines each module, providing a basic 
description of function, user inputs, and associated software outputs.  Modules are 
addressed by the order in which they appear in the correct progression through the design 
process. 
 
builder.m -  The builder, located in the root directory of the software, acts as a main 
menu for the entire MATLAB Antenna Builder program.  It contains individual buttons 
for each key module in the design and simulation process.  When a user completes a 
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module, they may return to this menu to launch the next consecutive module of the 
software.  The order of the modules, as labels on the builder menu’s buttons is: Single 
Element Planar Mesh, Single Element Loads and Feeds, Assemble Array and RWG BF, 
Configure Feeds, MoM Solver, Radiation Patterns, and SEP.  Finally, there is an Exit 
button to close the software completely. 
 
pmesh.m -  The Planar Mesh Generator is located in \1_mesh\3_antenna and 
allows the user to generate a single element and mesh it to the precision required.  This 
module allows the user definition of specific geometry, both rectangular and elliptical, as 
well as the size and spacing of triangles used to mesh the structure.  Upon completion of 
this module, a single element is stored with its mesh in the output file pmesh.mat.  
 
vmesh.m – This module, also located in \1_mesh\3_antenna, accesses the 
pmesh.mat results to guide the user through modifying the single element.  Three 
interfaces are cycled through here, all featuring a point-and-click GUI allowing the user 
to select specific triangles and edges directly on the meshed element.  First, the user may 
select edges to be physically cut on the element face, which alters the shape directly.  
Second, feed edges are selected by choosing two triangles that share an edge.  This edge 
will be saved as a voltage feed in the model.  Finally, resistively loaded edges are 
selected in the same manner as the feeds.  Data is saved in vmesh.mat. 
 
assembly.m – The assembly editor, located in \1_mesh, is critical to designing a 
complete array structure.  Here, the single element previously defined can be multiplied 
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into several individual elements.  Each element can then be shifted, rotated, scaled, and 
uniquely loaded to form any desired overall 3D array structure.  This module calls upon 
structure.m, which is critical to building the structure based on user input.  The final 
array structure is then saved in assembly.mat, to be passed on to further modules. 
 
config.m – The feed configuration module, located in \3_mom, is used to enter 
voltage phase and magnitude for each individual feed in the array structure.  This module 
is critical to the definition of scanning phases for particular scan angles.  The feed 
configuration is stored in config.mat. 
 
impedance.m – This module, also located in \3_mom, launches the Method of 
Moments (MoM) based impedance solver.  Before running the solver, the user may enter 
both magnitude and frequency ranges for the impedance sweep, which are saved in 
impedance.mat for subsequent runs.  Upon running the solver, impedance is 
calculated for each element at each discrete frequency, and stored in current.mat.  
The display plots the impedance in real-time, then saves the final result to the 
cache_i.mat file.  Return loss can also be plotted in this solver, as that is simply 
another way of viewing the same current data already calculated for impedance. 
 
patternviewer.m - Located in \3_mom, the Radiation Pattern viewer solves for 
and displays the directivity of the array energy.  The user may choose frequency, as well 
as the plane and polarization, to observe this radiation at.  This data is saved in 
patternviewer.mat for future runs.  Upon calculation, the GUI will both display 
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the radiation pattern and the maximum directivity of the array in dB.  These results will 
be stored in the cache_r.mat file.     
 
scanviewer.m – The final key module of the software, also located in \3_mom, 
launches the Scan Element Pattern solver.  Here, the user can define frequency range, 
generator impedance, and even observation point to calculate the SEP.  These ranges and 
values are stored in scanviewer.mat for future use.  The solver will then calculate 
ideal and actual SEP for each discrete value over the range and display then in real-time.  
Upon completion, the results will be stored in cache_s.mat. 
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3.2 Singe Dipole MATLAB Antenna Builder Example 
 
In this example, a single dipole antenna will be created, fed with a voltage source, and 
simulated in order to predict impedance and radiation patterns.   
 
1. To initiate the program, run builder.m in MATLAB.  Ensure that populated 
folders 1_mesh, 2_basis, and 3_mom exist with the two builder files (m and 
fig extensions), as the program will not function without them.   
 
2. Upon running builder.m, the Antenna Builder main menu will appear (Fig 
3.1).  This menu outlines seven steps to sequentially guide the user through the 
process of designing and simulating an antenna array.  When beginning a project, 
start with the first step, which is labeled Single Element Planar Mesh, then follow 
through the steps in order.  When editing the project, any step may be used as a 
starting point, but every following step must be taken after.         
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Fig. 3.1. Antenna Builder main menu. 
 
3. To begin the example, select the Single Element Planar Mesh button.  This will 
launch the planar mesh generator used to designate the shape of an element in the 
antenna array.  For this example, a simple dipole 2 meters in height and 0.05 
meters in width will be modeled.  To do this, enter the height and width values for 
the first shape, as seen in Fig 3.2.  Also, select a triangle size to be used in the 
planar mesh – 0.2 in this example.  The remaining fields may remain without 
entries, or completely populated.  As long as they are not checked to be included, 
they will not impact the design.   
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Fig. 3.2. Planar Mesh Generator with geometry for this example. 
 
As the mesh is generated, the View mesh button may be selected to preview the 
element.  Once the mesh is satisfactory, the Accept mesh button is selected to 
generate and save the mesh for the single element (Fig 3.3).  Following that, 
select Close to exit the planar mesh generator and return to the builder menu. 
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Fig. 3.3. Accepted mesh for this example. 
 
4. Now that the planar mesh is completed, feeds and loads can be included.  
Selecting the Single Element Feeds and Loads button in the builder menu will 
launch the editor.  There are three steps to the feed and load creation process; 
cutting, feeding, and loading.  The user will be prompted in this order to select the 
required faces.  This example requires no cut faces, so simply select Done on the 
first screen.  The second screen is used for assigning the feeds.  Feeds are placed 
on the common edge of two triangles.  To place a feed at the center of the dipole, 
select the two triangles that share the center edge by clicking on them (they will 
become highlighted – Fig 3.4), then select Done.  The final screen is used to 
identify loading edges with lumped L/C/R, and is used in the same fashion as the 
feeds assignment done previously.  This example requires no antenna loads, so 
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simply click Done to view the finalized antenna element (Fig 5) and return to the 
builder menu. 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Highlighted triangles at the center of the dipole to assign a feed. 
 
It should be noted that in this particular case, Fig 3.5 is a bit redundant.  If cuts, 
feeds, and loads are all included in the element, then the figure appearing will 
show all of them together. 
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Fig. 3.5. Finalized figure that appears upon completion of feeds and loads, with yellow 
triangles indicating the feed on a shared edge. 
 
5. Once the feeds and loads have been assigned, Assemble Array and RWG’s can be 
selected from the main builder menu.  This will load the assembly window, 
allowing the user to create multiple copies of the antenna element previously 
designed, then manipulate them in space as necessary and create arrays.  Antenna 
elements can be shifted, rotated, scaled, and loaded if loads have been defined 
previously.  More elements can be created by changing the number in the Number 
of Elements box and selecting Update.  For this example, no additional elements 
need be created, nor are any shifts, rotations, scales, or loads necessary.  To create 
the final structure, simply select Create Structure.  This will  
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i. create geometry of the entire structure that is given by the node matrix 
P and the triangle matrix t 
ii. create RWG basis functions and the necessary analytical integrals. 
Geometry data and the basis function data are finally saved in file basis.mat in 
subfolder 2_basis. 
   
Updates can then be made and the structure can be recreated.  View Structure 
simply displays the structure without recalculating the basis functions (cf. Fig. 
3.6).  Once the appropriate antenna/array structure is created, Close will exit the 
assembler and return the user to the builder menu. 
 
 
Fig. 3.6. “Assembled” dipole with the feed edge highlighted in red at the center. 
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6. Once the array structure is completed, any included antenna feeds can be 
configured individually.  Selecting Configure Feeds on the builder menu will 
launch the configuration window (Fig 3.7).  Upon launch, the number of feeds per 
element will be displayed in the upper box.  In this example, there is only one 
feed for one element, so the number is one.  For each available feed, voltage 
amplitude (in volts) and phase (in radians) should be assigned.  Changing the 
phases will result in array scanning, but doesn’t have any effect for the single 
dipole considered here.  In this example, the default values of 1 and 0 (for voltage 
and phase respectively) are appropriate.  Once done, you should select Save Feed 
Data to store the values entered. 
 
 
Fig. 3.7. Configuration of feed voltage(s) and phase(s). 
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It should be noted that any antenna feed can be terminated with a pure resistance 
of 50 Ω from the configuration screen as well.  By default, the value will be “n” 
(corresponding to no); however, this can be changed to “y” as desired. 
 
7. Once the feed data is saved, the MoM Solver (Fig 3.8) can be launched from the 
main builder menu.  The MoM solver is located in folder 3_mom. The solver is 
capable of calculating and plotting current distribution, impedance, and return loss 
of the antenna at any particular frequency of interest.   Frequency and Ohms/dB 
(depending upon the plot type required) boundaries can be assigned in the right-
hand side panels.  The number of Feeds and Elements are displayed underneath 
the plotting area on the left.  Impedance and return loss can be calculated and 
plotted by simply selecting the buttons of the same labels.  This will display the 
plot in the area on the left.  Note that once a calculation is completed, a file called 
cache.mat will be created in the 3_mom directory.  When a new structure is to 
be modeled, ensure that this cache is removed to prevent incorrect results. 
 
To obtain the plot displayed in Fig 8, simply enter the boundary values shown, 
then select Impedance. 
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Fig. 3.8. MoM Solver displaying plotted impedance data. 
 
The impedance and return loss plots can also be exported (Fig 3.9) for 
manipulation and saving by selecting the buttons Export Impedance and Export 
Return Loss.  Once finished with the MoM Solver, selecting Close will close the 
window and return to the builder menu. 
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Fig. 3.9. Exported return loss plot. 
 
8. Following the corresponding MoM results, radiation patterns can be calculated 
and viewed by selecting the Radiation Patterns button on the builder menu. This 
will launch pattern viewer (Fig 3.10) window.  Here, specifications can be 
entered, which include frequency at which the radiation pattern is calculated, 
radius of the observation sphere, number of points on the radiation pattern, 
radiation pattern plane, and field polarization.  Selectable planes are xy, xz, and 
yz.  Selectable polarizations are E (total field), Ex, Ey, and Ez.  A specific pattern 
gives antenna directivity in dB as a function of the scan angle.  Once all 
specifications are entered, Recalculate can be selected to plot the radiation 
pattern.  This not only plots the pattern, but also calculates and displays maximum 
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directivity in dB and antenna efficiency percentage.  As with the MoM solver, the 
figure can be exported for manipulation and saving (Fig 3.11).  Once finished, the 
user may select Close to exit the viewer and return to the main builder menu. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.10. Radiation pattern and directivity viewer with plot. 
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Fig. 3.11. Exported radiation pattern plot. 
 
9. After viewing the radiation patterns and directivity, the user may calculate the 
Scan Element Pattern of the antenna by selecting SEP from the builder menu.  
This will launch the SEP solver (Fig. 3.12).  Here, specifications can be entered, 
which include frequency range, generator impedance, SEP range, and observation 
point.  Once all specifications are entered, SEP can be selected to plot the scan 
element pattern.  This plots both the ideal and actual SEP curves.  As with the 
MoM solver, the figure can be exported for manipulation and saving.  Once 
finished, the user may select Close to exit the viewer and return to the main 
builder menu.     
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Fig. 3.12. Scan Element Pattern (SEP) viewer with plot. 
 
10. At this point, the process is completed.  The user is returned to the main builder 
menu where changes can be made beginning at any step, or the program can be 
closed completely with the Exit button.   
 
3.3 Verification Test 
To verify the results illustrated in this example, Ansoft HFSS (v.9.1) was used to perform 
the same simulations of dipole impedance, return loss, and radiation pattern.  The dipole 
model and impedance behavior are shown in Figs. 3.13-3.14 that follow.  The impedance 
agrees very well with the numerical simulations.    
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Fig. 3.13. Ansoft HFSS model of the dipole strip with height 2m and width 0.05m. The 
voltage feed (lumped port) is used. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.14. Impedance in HFSS from 50 MHz to 100 MHz. 
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3.4 Test of SEP for a Collinear Planar Array of Thin Dipoles 
 The goal of this section is to test the data presented in Hansen’s “Wideband 
dipole arrays using non-foster coupling” [7] with regard to the scan element pattern 
(SEP) of a collinear array of thin dipoles. The dipoles are matched end-to-end with a 
negative lumped impedance in order to significantly extend array bandwidth toward 
lower frequencies.  
3.4.1 Dipole Elements 
Single dipole 
The mesh for a single dipole (Fig. 3.15a) includes 40 triangular patches. The 
dipole has a width of 0.032 m and a length (or height) l of 2 m. This corresponds exactly 
to the situation described in Hansen with taking into account that the equivalent dipole 
width h is 0.25a, where a is the wire radius [2], p. 456.  
 
Feed model 
The dipole feed is modeled as a voltage gap with the feeding edge perpendicular 
to the dipole axis (Fig. 3.15a) [8]. The impedance behavior of the single dipole is shown 
in Fig. 3.15b. The reactance (solid curve) becomes Ω− 5.448  at l=0.25λ, which 
corresponds to a frequency of 37.5 MHz. This approximately corresponds to the value of 
Ω− 5.427  reported in [7] at the same frequency. 
 
Impedance accuracy 
In order to test the impedance data accuracy, a 2×2 array of four collinear dipoles as 
shown in Fig. 3.15c is considered. The dipoles are connected end-to-end with a lumped 
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negative inductance of H 81.1 µ−=L . This inductance exactly cancels the reactance 
value of Ω− 5.427  at l=0.25λ  used in [7]. 
 
In the present case, the array impedance must be the same for all four elements due 
to symmetry. The impedance difference between different elements may indicate the 
magnitude of the error of the numerical method. Fig. 3.15d shows the impedance 
behavior of four array elements assuming that every element is excited with an equal 
voltage of 1 V.  It is seen that the difference between various impedance curves is 
insignificant in the frequency range λ5.0<l . 
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Fig. 3.15. a) - Surface mesh for a single dipole with 40 triangular patches; b) – impedance 
of the single dipole as a function of frequency. Reactance is shown by the solid curve, 
while resistance is shown by the dashed curve; c) - 2×2 array of collinear dipoles. The 
dipoles are connected end-to-end by a lumped load of H81.1−=L ; d) – impedance of 
the four array elements shown in c) as a function of frequency. All elements are excited 
with an equal voltage of 1V.  Reactance is shown by the solid curve, while resistance is 
shown by the dashed curve.  Any difference between individual impedances is 
insignificant.  
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3.4.2 SEP Results 
For each of the four array sizes examined ( 10,8,6,4=n ), two loading conditions 
were tested in the SEP calculations: no loading (end-to-end dipole impedance is 1 MΩ) 
and reactive loading with end-to-end reactance corresponding to H 81.1 µ−=L . We also 
tested the first condition with a 10 MΩ load, but observed no difference in behavior 
compared to that of the 1 MΩ load. 
 
In the former condition, the impedance of the generator for an active element was 
chosen as 50Ω. All other elements were terminated to 50Ω as well.  In the latter condition 
of negative inductance, the impedance of the generator for an active element was chosen 
as 145Ω, which exactly corresponds to [7]. All other elements were studied with two 
termination types: 145Ω and 50Ω, respectively.     
 
No impedance matching – disconnected dipoles  
Fig. 3.16 illustrates the SEP results under the condition of no loading.  Cases a) 
through d) correspond to 4×4, 6×6, 8×8, and 10×10 arrays. The array SEP is indicated by 
a solid line. The dashed line represents the asymptotic area gain per element, )/(2 2λpi NA , 
where A is the array area. The two curves approximately match each other at 75 MHz 
(0.5λ ).  
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Fig. 3.16. SEP results under the condition of no loading.  Cases a) to d) correspond to 
4×4, 6×6, 8×8, and 10×10 arrays. The array SEP is shown by a solid line. The dashed line 
is the asymptotic area gain per element, )/(2 2λpi NA , where A is the array area. Two 
curves approximately match each other at 75 MHz  (0.5λ ). 
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145Ω  generator impedance and reactive load 
Fig. 3.17 illustrates the SEP results when the generator impedance is 145 Ω for 
every element and the lumped loads correspond to H 81.1 µ−=L . Other notations are 
identical to those used in Fig. 3.16.  In the case of the 10×10 array, there exists 
reasonable agreement with Fig. 1 of Hansen’s paper; however, there are two distinctions. 
First, there is a constant offset of about 0.9 dB between the array SEP and the area gain 
per element at lower frequencies. Second, a slightly higher SEP of 0.9 dB is observed at 
the half wave resonance of 75 MHz.      
 
There are several potential reasons for these distinctions. In particular, the present 
dipole model is somewhat different from the model used in [7] section 2.2. Also, it is 
unclear in [7] if an averaged SEP was found or just the SEP for a single (middle) element. 
Furthermore, it is unclear if Hansen used the disconnected dipoles instead of the 145Ω 
termination. Finally, a larger array can be used, which will provide an even closer 
agreement as indicated in Fig. 3.17. 
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Fig. 3.17. SEP results when the generator impedance is 145 Ω for every element and the 
lumped end-to-end loads correspond to H 81.1 µ−=L . Other notations are identical to 
those used in Fig. 3.16.   
 
 
145Ω  generator, reactive load, and other elements matched to 50Ω 
For the sake of completeness, Fig. 3.18 includes the results of the previous 
section, but with the termination impedance for other array elements set at 50Ω, instead 
of 145Ω . It is seen here that the SEP curves may exhibit significant variations.  
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Fig. 3.18. The same as Fig. 3.17, but the termination impedance for all other (passive) 
array elements was chosen to be 50Ω  instead of 145 Ω when performing the SEP 
calculations. The SEP curves exhibit significant variations compared to Fig. 3.17.   
 
Ultimately, it appears that Hansen’s results (in particular Fig. 1) can be 
reproduced with an accuracy of 0.9 dB for up to the 10×10 array.  This confirms that the 
SEP functions of the software are suitable for use in further applications.  
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4. Application of the Tool to Kratzenberg Design 
 With the dipole array simulation tool completed and tested, a real application can 
be examined.  Here, the research of Eric Kratzenberg of MIT Haystack Observatory 
crosses our path.  It is a desire to design a simple, low-cost dipole array that can be 
utilized for applications over the frequency band of 50 MHz to 300 MHz, which will 
require the implementation of negative inductive loading to achieve successfully.  The 
design goal is to keep the receiver temperature below the sky temperature, which requires 
low-impedance performance.  Further, the array must be capable of smoothly scanning at 
angles +/- 45o from the azimuth point.  The scale of this array is at an overall size of 
approximately 4 meters square, which allows for a large enough aperture to express a 
great magnitude of gain.  A 4×4 array of thin dipoles will be used here; however, other 
possible configurations will be addressed later. 
 
4.1 Preliminary Optimization of 4x4 Planar Array of Thin Dipoles Design 
Here, it is critical to obtain the closest agreement between the asymptotic area 
gain per element, )/(2 2λpi NA and the SEP of a 4×4 array of thin dipoles.  The dipoles are 
matched end-to-end with a negative lumped impedance. 
The specs are as follows: 
1. Dipole length is 1.07 m 
2. Dipole width is not specified. Three values tested: 1.2 cm, 3.2 cm, and 6.4 cm 
 
3. Frequency is from 80 to 300 MHz 
4. Generator resistance is 145 Ω (as in Hansen [7]) or optimized 
5. Generator reactance is 0 Ω (as in Hansen [7]) or optimized 
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4.1.1  Single dipole/dipole block 
The mesh for a single dipole (Fig. 4.1a) includes 32 triangular patches. Loading 
and excitation patches for a block of 2×2 dipoles are shown in Fig. 4.1a. These blocks are 
then arranged in the array of 4×4 dipoles with interconnected end (loaded) triangles.  
 
4.1.2  Feed model and dipole test 
The dipole feed is modeled as a voltage gap with the feeding edge perpendicular 
to the dipole axis.  In order to test the impedance data accuracy, a 2×2 array of four 
collinear dipoles is considered. The dipoles are connected end-to-end with a lumped 
negative inductance of H 81.1 µ−=L  (corresponding to [7]). In the present case, the 
array impedance must be the same for all four elements due to symmetry. The impedance 
difference between different elements may indicate the magnitude of the error of the 
numerical method. Fig. 4.1b shows the impedance behavior of four array elements 
assuming that every element is excited with an equal voltage of 1 V.  It is seen that the 
difference between various impedance curves is not very significant and can be accepted. 
If better accuracy is required, then a better mesh can be chosen.   
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Fig. 4.1. a) - Surface mesh for four single dipoles with 32 triangular patches each; b) – 
impedance of the 2×2 dipole block as a function of frequency. Reactance is shown by the 
solid curve, while resistance is shown by the dashed curve. The dipoles are connected 
end-to-end by a lumped load of H81.1−=L . 
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4.1.3 SEP for the 4x4 array of 3.2 cm wide dipoles assuming Hansen’s data for 
generator impedance 
Hansen’s data for both the load and generator 
Fig. 4.2 shows the SEP of the 4x4 array assuming that [7]:  
1. L = -1.81 µH 
2. ZRe = 145 Ω (generator resistance, )Re( gZ ) 
3. ZIm = 0 Ω (generator reactance, )Im( gZ ) 
The dashed line represents the area gain per element. It is seen that the impedance 
matching procedure does not work above 150 MHz, which corresponds to the dipole 
length l=0.5λ. 
 
 
Fig. 4.2. SEP results for the 4×4 dipole array with exactly Hansen’s data. 
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Hansen’s data for the generator only 
Keeping the generator impedance the same, one can try to optimize the load in order 
to obtain a closer agreement with the area gain per element. Fig. 4.3 shows the plot of the 
corresponding cost function in the LC –plane. We assume a series LC load and vary both 
L and C. It is seen in Fig. 4.3 that:  
1. Capacitance C in series does not have any significant effect on the SEP 
2. The optimum inductance value is approximately L= -1.7 µH, which is close to 
Hansen’s value cited above 
3. The inductance values should be between -4 µH  ≤ L ≤ -1.5 µH. 
No significant improvement is achieved at any L when compared to Fig. 4.2. 
 
 
Fig. 4.3. Plot of the cost function (norm(SEP – area gain per elem)) in the LC –plane. A 
series LC load is used; both L and C are varied. The generator impedance is always 145 
Ω for every element.   
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Varying both L and generator impedance  
We can vary both )Re( gZ  and )Im( gZ  in an effort to obtain more optimized 
results.  
A 3D search was made over a cube of three parameters: 
0   ≤ ZRe ≤  500  
-50    ≤ ZIm ≤  500  
-6 µH   ≤ L  ≤  0 µH 
 
Three plots of the cost function in the ZRe/L plane at fixed ZIm are shown in Fig. 
4.4. It can be seen that the cost function always has a minimum in the ZRe/L plane.  Fig. 
4.4a is the cost function at the lowest value ZIm = -50 ; Fig. 4.4b is the cost function at 
the highest value ZIm = 475 ; and Fig. 4c illustrates the optimum value of ZIm = 87.5 
, and simultaneously contains the absolute minimum of the cost function for the cube 
above.  
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Fig. 4.4. Three plots of the cost function in the ZRe/L plane and at fixed ZIm. 
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“Best” optimized case  
Fig. 4.5 shows the initial SEP curve (case a) versus the optimized SEP curve (case b). 
The initial SEP curve is that from Fig. 4.2 above. The optimized SEP is obtained at   
 
1. L = -1.667 µH 
2. ZRe = 275 Ω (generator resistance, )Re( gZ ) 
3. ZIm = 87.5 Ω (generator reactance, )Im( gZ ) 
 
One can see that 
i. The optimized case could perhaps be extended to 200 MHz instead of 150 
MHz 
ii.  The optimized case is more consistent in the entire frequency domain. 
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Fig. 4.5. a) – The original SEP from Fig. 4.2; b) – the optimized case. 
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Other dipole widths 
Three values of dipole width were tested: 1.2 cm, 3.2 cm, and 6.4 cm.  The results 
reported previously were obtained for every case.  The results for 1.2 cm, 3.2 cm are 
almost identical; the results for 6.4 cm (surprisingly) gave a higher cost function error 
when the same optimization procedure was run.  
 
It seems that the load/generator optimization allows for the acquisition of slightly 
better results compared to the case when Hansen’s data is used exactly; however, the 
improvement is not very significant. 
 
4.2 Evaluation of SEP, Impedance, and Radiation Patterns of a 4x4 Planar Array 
 
Now, SEP optimization, impedance, and radiation pattern results for a more 
precise meshing of the 4×4 array of thin dipoles is presented.  The dipoles are matched 
end-to-end with a negative lumped impedance.  The specs are as follows: 
- Dipole length is 1.07 m 
- Dipole width (strip width) is 3.2 cm 
- Frequency range is from 80 to 300 MHz. 
 
4.2.1 Precision Mesh 
The mesh for a single dipole includes 52 triangular patches, which is improved 
from the 32 triangular patches used previously.  Loading and excitation patches for a 
block of 2×2 dipoles are shown in Fig. 4.6. These blocks are then arranged in the array of 
4×4 dipoles with interconnected end (loaded) triangles, in the same manner as used 
previously. The feed and load edges have symmetric neighbor triangles.  
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Fig. 4.6. Loading and excitation patches for a block of 2×2 dipoles, each with 52 
triangular patches – an improved mesh.  
 
4.2.2 Optimization of Precise Mesh 
Fig. 4.7a shows the optimized SEP of the 4×4 array from the previous meshing.  
Fig. 4.7b shows the SEP of the precise 4×4 array after the same optimization procedure 
was done.  While the two plots are virtually identical, some minor improvement can be 
observed over the frequency range.  The following parameters were determined using the 
optimization: 
1. L = -2 µH 
2. ZRe = 275 Ω (generator resistance, )Re( gZ ) 
3. ZIm = 87.5 Ω (generator reactance, )Im( gZ ) 
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With the exception of inductance, the optimized values are unchanged in the precise 
mesh. 
 
 
Fig. 4.7. a) - the optimized SEP of the 4×4 array observed previously, b) - the SEP of the 
precise 4×4 array after the same optimization procedure was done. 
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4.2.3 Impedance and Radiation Patterns 
Fig. 4.8 gives the feed layout with appropriate number assignments, 
corresponding to Fig. 4.9.  Fig. 4.9 illustrates the impedance plot of the precise 4×4 array.  
[Condition: all elements are simultaneously excited with the ideal voltage sources of 1 V 
and phase zero. No loads except for matching inductance are assumed. ] 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.8. Feed layout with appropriate number assignments. 
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Fig. 4.9. Impedance plot of the precise 4×4 array, with ZIm in red and ZRe in blue. 
 
 
It is clear here that there are four different distinguishable values each of ZRe and 
ZIm respectively.  This is due to the symmetry of the array structure.  The feeds are 
combined into the groups of four, for symmetric dipoles. It is interesting to compare Fig. 
4.8 and Fig. 4.9, where these groups are clearly seen.    
 
The numerical impedance data can be extracted from MATLAB and saved as a 
data file in ASCII format.  This data can be found in the attached file out.txt.  Each 
column represents a frequency step in the twenty-step sweep of 80 MHz to 300 MHz, 
while the rows are numbered 1-16 (according to feed numbers in Fig. 3) for both ZRe and 
ZIm.  The number assignment is done by MATLAB as it creates the feeds during array 
assembly.  The feed layout with appropriate numbering can be referenced in Fig. 4.8.        
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Fig. 4.10 illustrates four radiation patterns for the precise 4×4 array (xz-plane, cross-
polarization).  Fig. 5a) is taken at a frequency of 80MHz, 5b) - at 150MHz, 5c) - at 
200MHz, and 5d) - at 300MHz.  It is clear that the range of the lobes increases 
significantly as the frequency increases.   
[Condition: all elements are simultaneously excited with the ideal voltage sources of 1 V 
and phase zero. No loads except for matching inductance are assumed. ] 
 
 
Fig. 4.10. a) – Radiation pattern at 80 MHz, b) at 150 MHz, c) at 200 MHz, and d) at 300 
MHz. 
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It seems clear that the increased precision of the dipole mesh contributes to 
slightly improved results in SEP and significantly improved impedance results.  The four 
distinct traces illustrate the symmetry of the array structure.  
 
4.3 Phased Scanning for the 4x4 Planar Array of Thin Dipoles  
Now that the SEP optimization, impedance, and radiation pattern results for a 
precise meshing of the 4×4 array of thin dipoles have been detailed, more advanced 
operations can be observed.  Utilizing the same mesh and structure, scanning can be 
controlled through phase adjustments within the array.  This section will demonstrate 
cross-polar and co-polar scanning impedances at angles of 0o, 15 o, 30 o, and 45 o. 
 
4.3.1 Cross-Polar Versus Co-Polar 
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the feed layout with appropriate number assignments 
determined previously.  These numbers are critical in correctly allocating specific phases 
to the appropriate feeds.  To achieve cross-polar scanning, each column in the array must 
contain a consistent phase at each feed.  For example, feeds 5, 7, 1, and 3 must all have a 
uniform phase.  To achieve co-polar scanning, each row in the array must contain a 
consistent phase at each feed.  For example, feeds 3, 4, 11, and 12 must all have a 
uniform phase in this case.   
 
4.3.2 Phase Calculations 
To determine the phase values for the feeds in each row or column, equation 4.1 
can be used [5].  The value δ that is solved for indicates the phase shift required between 
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adjacent elements in the array across the direction of the scan.  In the case of the 4×4 
array, there are four phases to consider; 0δ, δ, 2δ, and 3δ.  0δ will be assigned to the first 
row or column, while 3δ will be assigned to the last row or column in the scan direction.   
                                                       ϕδ sinkd−=                                                        (4.1) 
In equation 4.1, k is the wavenumber, k = 
c
ω
, while d is the separation between 
elements.  The angle ϕ is the desired scan angle from the azimuth.  In this case, the 
wavenumber must correspond to the d =
2
λ
 condition, which gives 140 MHz as an 
approximate center frequency.  The separation d used is 1.07 m.  Desired scan angles ϕ 
are 0o, 15 o, 30 o, and 45 o.  Table 4.1 shows all calculated phase values for both cross-
polar and co-polar scanning of the array at 140 MHz.  It should be noted that, because the 
separation between feeds is the same in both rows and columns, the phase values are the 
same for both directions of scanning.  Also, while phases will vary, all feeds will receive 
a uniform 1V. 
 
 
Table 4.1. Feed phases for cross-polar and co-polar scanning in radians 
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4.3.3 Scanning Results 
 
Fig. 4.11 illustrates the radiation patterns for each of the four cross-pole scan 
angles at 140MHz.  It is clear that, by implementing the appropriate calculated phases, 
scanning can be controlled as desired.   
 
 
Fig. 4.11. Radiation patterns for each of the four cross-pole scan angles at 140 MHz. a) 
0o, b) 15 o, c) 30 o, and d) 45 o. 
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Fig. 4.12 illustrates the radiation patterns for each of the four co-pole scan angles at 140 
MHz.  It is also clear here that, by implementing the appropriate calculated phases, 
scanning can be controlled as desired.   
 
 
Fig. 4.12. Radiation patterns for each of the four co-pole scan angles at 140 MHz. a) 0o, 
b) 15 o, c) 30 o, and d) 45 o. 
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It is clear that the precision-meshed 4×4 dipole array can achieve both cross-polar and co-
polar scanning at angles of 0o, 15 o, 30 o, and 45 o.  With the appropriately calculated 
phases, other reasonable scanning angles can likely be achieved as well. 
 
4.4 Optimization of SEP and Impedance of a 6x6 Planar Array 
 With the 4×4 design completed, an experiment was done to observe an array with 
more elements.  Here, the SEP optimization and impedance data is presented for a precise 
meshing of a 6×6 array of dipoles with the same overall dimensions as the 4×4 array.  
The dipoles are matched end-to-end with a negative lumped impedance. 
The specs are as follows: 
 
- Dipole length is 0.713 m 
- Dipole width (strip width) is 3.2 cm 
- Frequency range is from 80 to 300 MHz. 
 
Fig. 4.13 illustrates the new 6×6 array construction.  The feed layout with appropriate 
number assignments is also shown.  While the number of feeds is increased and the 
distance between them is decreased in this case, the overall size of the array remains the 
same as the previous 4×4 example.      
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Fig. 4.13. 6×6 array construction with feed and loading layout, and number assignments. 
 
 
4.4.1 Optimization of SEP 
Fig. 4.14a shows the optimized SEP of the precise 4×4 array.  Fig. 4.14b shows the 
SEP of the precise 6×6 array after the same optimization procedure was done.  The 
following parameters were determined using the optimization: 
- L = -666.7 nH 
- ZRe = 200 Ω (generator resistance, )Re( gZ ) 
- ZIm = 60 Ω (generator reactance, )Im( gZ ) 
It is clear that the optimized 6×6 array produces a much more satisfactory SEP than the 
original 4×4 array.  While the SEP is smaller due to the size and spacing of the dipoles in 
the 6×6 configuration, it ultimately becomes greater than that of the 4×4.  Additionally, it 
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never drops off over our frequency range, with its only remarkable divergence occurring 
after 250 MHz.   
 
 
Fig. 4.14. a) – the optimized SEP of the precise 4×4 array, b) - the SEP of the precise 6×6 
array after the same optimization procedure was done. 
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4.4.2 Impedance 
Fig. 4.15. illustrates the impedance plot of the 6×6 array.  
[Condition: all elements are simultaneously excited with the ideal voltage sources of 1 V 
and phase zero. No loads except for matching inductance are assumed. ] 
 
 
Fig. 4.15. - Impedance plot of the 6×6 array. 
 
 
While we expect six different distinguishable values each of ZRe and ZIm 
respectively, due to the symmetry of the array structure, eight or nine can be observed at 
various frequencies.  This can be cleaned up with an even more precise meshing of the 
dipoles, or possibly even thinner dipoles within the array.  For our purposes, though, this 
structure is acceptable in illustrating the enhanced SEP of the 6×6 array. 
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4.5 Applied Temperature Results 
 
 The quality of SEP for the 6×6 array is drastically improved over that of the 4×4 
configuration.  It seems that the increased number of elements in the array has 
contributed to this vastly improved SEP result.  As an added benefit, the increased 
number of elements can promote more precise scanning in future applications.  However, 
the real test of these arrays is to observe their temperature behaviors, as supplied by 
Kratzenberg.  Figure 4.16 is a plot of the expected system temperature of the 4×4  array,  
6×6  array (focusing on element 16), LFR19 (the existing system), and the sky 
temperature.  The design goal is to have the system temperature well below sky 
temperature over the whole frequency band.  For the 6×6 array it is, except at the highest 
frequency.  At the lower frequencies, it is better than the existing LFR19 system. 
 
 
Fig. 4.16. Expected system temperature of each array (due to E. Kratzenberg). 
 
 From these results, it is clear that the 6×6 array is more than capable of meeting 
the requirements of this system.   
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5. Other Array Designs 
 While the results of the 4×4 and 6×6 planar arrays were highly satisfactory, 
curiosity grew over the possibilities of other designs.  These included other 6×6 arrays, as 
well as 8×8 arrays, that exhibited unique structural configurations.  This chapter will 
illustrate these designs and indicate the ways in which they perform well, as well as the 
areas in which they are flawed. 
 
5.1 A 6×6 Array with Attached Ground Plane 
 The first design revision on the 6×6 array structure was to include an attached 
ground plane.  This metal plane was added to the existing array structure directly through 
additional MATLAB code that calculated its dimensions based upon the defined array 
dimensions.  The distance between the array and the ground plate is determined by 
multiplying the wavelength at the center frequency (here, approximately 175 MHz) by a 
factor of 0.125.  This results in a distance of 0.2143m, which was hard-coded into the 
structure through MATLAB.  Figure 5.1 illustrates the new structure with the ground 
plane highlighted in green.  All loading remains unchanged from the previous 6×6 array. 
 
Fig. 5.1 The 6×6 planar array with attached ground plane. 
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 The critical problems with this design can be observed in Figure 5.2.  Essentially, 
a resonance is created with the ground plane that, when combined with mutual coupling 
between antenna elements and the plane itself, produces spiking and negative 
impedances.  This negative resistance phenomenon will ultimately plague other 
configurations and will be discussed further. 
 
Fig. 5.2 Impedance results for 6×6 Array with Attached Ground Plane. 
 
5.2 An 8×8 Planar Array 
 Noting the improvement observed in leaping from the 4×4 array to the 6×6 
structure, an effort was made to study an 8×8 planar array.  The structure, illustrated in 
Fig. 5.3, maintains the same overall dimensions as previous designs, but contains 64 total 
elements.   
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Fig. 5.3. An 8×8 planar array structure. 
 Ultimately, this configuration possessed a major flaw, as well as great promise.  
Seen at nearly 200 MHz in Figure 5.4, a great spike of negative resistance is observed.  
Again, this is not an ideal result for our application; therefore, it must be removed to 
deem this structure viable.  The promise in this configuration comes with the relatively 
stable impedance over the entire frequency range.  This behavior on its own would be 
optimal.   
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Fig. 5.4. Impedance results for 8×8 planar array. 
 
5.3 An 8×8 Array in “Square Donut” Configuration  
 To combat the negative resistance spiking observed in Fig. 5.4, which is believed 
due to cross-coupling of elements positioned at the center of the array (elements 5, 7, 9, 
11, 38, 40, 46, and 48 in Fig. 5.3), we attempted a “square donut” approach.  By 
physically removing the offending elements, the coupling could be removed.  This would 
also leave enough of the structure in tact to promote solid radiation scanning in further 
tests and applications.  This configuration is illustrated in Figure 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.5. An 8×8 “square donut” array structure with center elements removed. 
  
The impedance results for this configuration, shown in Fig. 5.6, were quite 
satisfactory due to the relatively smooth and consistent plot over the entire frequency 
range, as well as the near removal of the previously observed spiking.  Unfortunately, 
according to Kratzenberg , this array configuration would not be space efficient enough 
to be produced.  It occupies more area than it collects from due to the removed elements 
at the center.  Since space is a premium, as well as costly, it is desirable to have the array 
as compact as possible, while collecting from the entire physical area.  Therefore, this 
structure – while functional – is not practical.   
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Fig. 5.6. Impedance results for 8×8 “square donut” array. 
5.4 Negative Resistance Phenomenon  
 The main concern observed through each array design detailed in this chapter is 
that of negative resistance spiking.  In theory, the real part of resistance should always 
remain positive, which raises the concern here.  However, it can be considered that 
negative resistances are the property of a transmitting array only.  This behavior would 
then be normal, especially as different elements may have negative resistances at 
different scan angles.  The negative resistances do not make a sense for this, a receiving 
array, meaning that they could be negligible in our research.   
 Still, another hypothesis is that these spikes come from cross-coupling of the 
antenna elements when oriented too closely together.  As the number of elements in the 
array increases, the observable spike is more distinct; however, it also shifts towards 
higher frequencies.  Initially, we wished to test this theory by attempting to shift the 
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spiking outside of the desired frequency band through using a larger number of elements.  
Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the software in MATLAB, we could no process a 
greater sized array.  Ultimately, this phenomenon can and should be addressed more 
deeply.   
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6. Approaches to Eliminate Negative Resistance 
 
 Previously, the phenomenon of negative resistance rendered the majority of 
simple array designs unrealistic in terms of effective performance.  Further study was 
required in this case, focusing on the 6×6 array structure, aimed to eliminate the 
remaining negative resistance problems.  Three independent techniques were 
implemented and they are described in this additional section.  They involve adjustment 
of “optimized” loading values, extending the dipole length beyond the existing end 
loading points, and thinning the dipole width. 
 
6.1 Adjustment of Loading Values 
 In earlier chapters, loading values were primarily chosen based upon optimization 
of SEP results.  While this assures the best possible SEP, it may not always provide an 
ideal resistance result.  Initially, the 6×6 array was loaded with -666.7nH; however, it is 
observed through experimentation that this is not the best selection for achieving an 
acceptable resistance.  An entire range of suggested load values were chosen to represent 
possible inductive load values.  It was noted that increasing this load value seemed to 
improve the resistance; therefore, greater loads were studied.  These values were as 
follows: -1000nH, -1500nH, -2000nH, -2500nH, -3000nH, and -4500nH.  The following 
figures illustrate a selection of these values that indicate an approximate “peak” in quality 
around -2500nH. 
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Fig. 6.1. Impedance result for 6×6 with -1000nH loading. 
 
Fig. 6.2. Impedance result for 6×6 with -2500nH loading. 
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Fig. 6.3. Impedance result for 6×6 with -3000nH loading. 
 From these results, it is clear that the impedance result improves around -2500nH, 
but begins to grow less desirable as loading increases beyond that.  Further 
experimentation was done to focus in on the most ideal loading value possible, which 
ultimately turned out as -2550nH.  This value showed only minor improvement over that 
as in the -2500nH case, but it is worth using this value from here to be as precise as 
possible.    
 
6.2 Extending Dipole Length 
 Another option, suggested by Kratzenberg, was that of extending the length of the 
end dipoles beyond the end loading points.  Electrically, this additional strip of metal 
could alter the load in such a way that the negative resistance may be improved.  This 
hypothesis was tested through an altered version of the MATLAB code that, much like 
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the revision used to attach the ground plane, simply added the lengths as specified by a 
hard-coded value.  Experimentation was done with several values of length to determine 
a “peak” value for ideal impedance.  The lengths studied were: 0.05 m, 0.1 m, 0.2 m, 
0.5m, and 1.0 m.  As the length is increased, the impedance result becomes less optimal.  
While 0.05m appeared to be a “peak” value choice, lengths slightly less were selected to 
ensure that length in general wasn’t simply going to create a worse impedance result.  As 
it turned out, 0.05m of additional length did actually improve the results slightly.  
Therefore, it was chosen as a “peak” value for quality.  The following series of figures 
illustrates the worsening of negative resistance quality as additional length is included 
beyond 0.05m.  Note that loading remained at -2550nH, as determined previously.   
 
 
Fig. 6.4. Impedance results for 6×6 with 0.05 m extended ends. 
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Fig. 6.5. Impedance results for 6×6 with 0.1 m extended ends. 
 
Fig. 6.6. Impedance results for 6×6 with 0.5 m extended ends. 
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 While this result is fairly good, it does not eliminate the negative resistance 
problem.  Further, it offers no worthwhile benefits over the loading approach.  It does, 
however, indicate that the problem does not originate at the ends, but rather in the center 
of the structure.  To fully correct this negative resistance issue, another method must be 
considered. 
 
6.3 Thinning Dipole Width 
 While the two previously discussed methods created some improvement in the 
impedance results, they still did not fully eliminate the negative resistance occurrences.  
The one approach that did successfully accomplish this task was that of thinning the 
dipole width.  Essentially, by creating extremely thin dipoles in the array, the negative 
resistance appears to be removed.  A possible reason for this returns to the theory of 
cross-coupling suggested in the previous chapter.  By removing most of the metallic 
width on either side of the dipole, the likelihood of its coupling is diminished.  It appears 
through experimentation that the impedance results will become increasingly better as the 
dipoles get thinner; however, this can only be done so long as to remain realistic.  The 
result presented here is that of a 6×6 array utilizing dipoles 2mm in width.  Obviously, 
these are extremely thin, yet they their impedance performance is remarkable compared 
to previous results. 
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Fig. 6.7. Impedance results for 6×6 with 2mm wide dipoles and -2550nH loading. 
 This result demonstrates not only a smooth response over the entire frequency 
range, but also no presence of negative resistance.  It can be stated from this result that 
the phenomenon of negative resistance can be eliminated with proper attention to design 
techniques.  It is reasonable to say further that these methods, or a combination thereof, 
can solve similar problems in various other array structures. 
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7. Future Work and Potential Applications 
 With any on-going project, there comes a time when one must move on, while 
still leaving further work to be done.  Such is the case with this research – especially in 
the realm of negative resistances in the middle of the array.  This chapter outlines the 
work that lays ahead, as well as possible applications for the software tool. 
 
7.1 Future Software Revisions 
 As it stands, the MATLAB tool designed for this project is still in its infancy.  
While it functions well enough to carry out the desired tasks, it may still be optimized for 
better use.  On the surface, a more polished interface may ideal.  The rough edges of 
display windows, labels, and content boxes may be adjusted in a more logical fashion for 
an outside user to understand.  Also, the main menu and sub-window interface may be 
retooled to reside in a single window with a dynamic pane for each function, all 
controlled by a toolbar menu that remains at the top of the window.  Clarity can be 
provided for not only the interface, but also the file structure of the tool.  In its present 
form, the tool populates three unique directories, each with several subdirectories, that 
must be accessed from one another.  This can lead to confusion, especially with inherent 
“set path” problems in MATLAB that may direct the software to the wrong directory 
when functions are called. 
 The MoM solver could be optimized to run faster and handle a larger number of 
unknowns. The current limit is about 7,000 unknowns for a single run, with only a 
maximum of 4,000 unknowns for longer optimization runs.    
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7.2 Further Research 
 Clearly, the main point here is to defeat the phenomenon of negative resistance 
spikes observed with certain antenna array structures.  This problem may be easily 
remedied through techniques in loading, length extension, and dipole width.  Regardless, 
addressing this problem is critical to solidifying these, and future, results.   
 Necessarily, the concept explored in this design work of negative inductive 
loading must also be furthered in research.  The idea of creating greater bandwidth by 
electrically extending an element’s length, while still preserving its physical size, is 
engaging.  This could be applied to numerous other structures and situations in an 
effective manner. 
  
7.3 Possible Application of the Software Tool 
Ultimately, the tool can be used for both research and academic applications, as it  
can serve as a simple device for educating engineering students on the design and 
function of dipoles and phased dipole arrays.  As courses in our ECE department are 
structured now, very little attention is given to proper antenna theory in a formal manner.  
It has taken this graduate research for me to truly gain a firm grasp on the concepts; yet, I 
am confident that many undergraduates would be interested to learn as well.  The tool 
designed here is ideal to assist in both laboratory and project work, as well as facilitate 
general theory and ideas in a visual manner.  I believe that our department has both the 
knowledge and the tools to better educate our growing engineers in antenna theory and 
design, and it ought to strongly consider that as a viable option.  By educating students 
sooner, the department is more likely to encourage them to pursue continued studies in 
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antenna-related fields.  The partnership with RF applications is strong for antennas, 
which exponentially reveals the potential for opportunities in education, research, 
achievement, and success of both the students and the department.  Perhaps this tool may 
assist in pioneering that vision.     
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8. Final Words 
  The goals of this project, while seemingly straight-forward, where both 
demanding and challenging to accomplish.  First, a tool to accelerate the antenna design 
and simulation process was required, which on its own is fairly intimidating to a self-
proclaimed non-programmer.  Following that, extensive design was necessary to 
construct a functional, practical, and low-cost antenna array for the sponsor Eric 
Kratzenberg at MIT Haystack Observatory.   
 Challenges in programming and GUI design were overcome during the winter 
recess period preceding the new year.  Through several snow storms, I traveled to the 
laboratory while my peers spent time at home by the warmth of fire, only to toil with 
MATLAB code and the integration of functional theory with a usable interface.  Through 
the spring, as weather improved and outdoor activities commenced, I steadily fought the 
evils of negative resistance observed in my antenna array designs from the confines of a 
windowless workspace.  Yet, it all seems validated in the end, now that I have created a 
functional software tool and designed an appropriate array for MIT.  The effort, the 
study, the stress, and the hours are made worth it by the knowledge I have gained, the 
maturity in research I have developed, and the satisfaction of creation I have acquired.        
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